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In a recent cosnxurlcation (1) we concluded that reasonable estimates of secotiary 

deuterium isotope effects caused by rronbotied interactions may be obtained by using 

Bartell's procedure (2). Particularly disturbing was the discrepancy between the experl- 

mentat isotope effect, A4G' = AGB' -AG$= -16.6 + 8.3 cdl/mole ti k~/k~ = 1.029 at 250, 

obtained in the limiting solvolysis of I, and the cslculated AAE of about -100 to -300 

cal/mole. 

X COCl 

co ‘I .=‘ \ 

I, x = CHj 
lb x = CD3 

Nonbonded interactions shoulct affect mainly AhI+' of the isotope effect. To draw 

more reliable conclusions, therefore, on the contribution on nonbonded interactions to 

secondary deuterknn isotope effects, the calculated effect should be compared to that psrt 

of the experimental effect that is due to enthalpy rather than free energy differences. We 

have, therefore, measured the Isotope effects of the limiting solvolysis of I and the basic 

hydrolysis of 11 as a function of temperature and wish to comnent on their relevsnce to the 

problem. 

IIa x = CIij 
IIb x = CD3 

In 'I'able I we have sunmsrized the pertinent data of the solvolvses (3) and I snd II. 
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Ths strUdng dlffemnce between the 13-17X Isotope effect observed in the s~lvolysis of I 

at law tenperatures and the 2.9% observed (4) at 25" cogently illustrates how the Isotope 

effect at 250 couuhave led to the wmgc~nclusion regmUng the contribution of non- 

bow&d Interactions to secondary Isotope effects. The -308 cel/mle value of AAH* sgrees 

with the-200 * 100 cal@le A~cslculated (1) fratinonbondeddnteractlons. Also In 

vt with the AbE value Of abmt +200 to +400 cauhole cslculated (5) for the basic 

hydrolysis of II sre the experlmntally measured isotope effects (Table 1). 

Table 1 

W. -w. rot k x lo4 AH+ As* A& "c 
(*0.0050) set-l csl/mle e.u. Cal/mole 

-34.003 

Ib 

Ia -26.613 

Ib 

Ia -20.453 

'b 

ll,tlIb 

IIatIIb 

61.5tO.5 

79.5'0.5 

1.0065* l6,g55* 
0.0022 89 

0.8618: 
0.0056 

2.645* 17,262: 
0.053 13 

7.21* 
0.17 

6.386* 
0.012 

-3’ . 
-4.5f 1.168* -74*4 -308: 
0.1 0.009 102 

1.127* -59*8 
0.018 

1.130f -61*11 
0.027 

0.84* t1l6*l6 
0.02 

o.8g* +82*15 
0.02 

aw I was solvolysed in 75.23/24.77 (W/W) acetone-water. The hydrolysis of II was 

carried out in W sodiunhydmxlde lnethsml. bAAG+= %*-A$ and Ati - A$ -4. 

ccalculated from a plot of l&y.&) vs. l/J!. 
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Conceivably, therefore, sane secondary deuterlurnlsotope effects ndghtbe strongly 

temperature dependent (6). If so, and regardless of the source of such dependence, 

conclusions drawn fran secondary deuteriunlsotope effectsmasuredata slr@etemperature 

should be treated with due cauticm (7). 
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We wish to emphasize that the present results do not invalidate the conclusion (1) 

that inordinary systems where hyperco~ugationls possible the calculated nonboladed 

effect accounts for a smll part of the experimental. 


